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As we know, “Establishing Human” is Lu Xun’s persistent pursuit in all his life. 
This thesis is intend to reconstruct the frame of his humanism thought by 
investigating the process during which Lu Xun’s humanism thought achieves the 
target of rebuilding our national personality. “Establishing Human” is embodiment of 
Lu Xun’s humanism participating in realization and practicing solutions of his 
humanism. What we will find is each advance presents as a cultural paradox, and 
“Human” is highlighted as the core when opposites interpret each other. This is the 
main idea of the topic that is “unity of tension”. However, focusing unity doesn’t 
mean deny tension, there isn’t conflict between “Establishing Human” and 
“Intermediate Object” in Lu Xun’s thought. Hence, the unity of Lu Xun’s life 
philosophy that we want to demonstrate takes complexity and contradiction of tension 
of his spiritual structure as premises. Abstracting Absolute from Relative stands for 
the transcendent promotion about “Human” which Lu Xun appeals in all his life.  
The main body of this thesis has made a deep discussion about Lu Xun’s 
humanism and induced it into four concepts by investigating the specific 
performances of Lu Xun’s“Establishing Human” thought in science, faith, culture and 
literature. These four concepts are four dimensions in which we observe Lu Xun’s 
humanism. They connect with each other and go into deep one after another. This 
process reflects the exploitation of Lu Xun’s humanism as follows: Firstly, noticing 
the value of science as spiritual culture in the tide of materialism is his
“Establishing-Human” scientific view. Secondly, admiring the dignity of humanistic 
belief while seeking spiritual culture is his“Establishing-Human” belief view. Thirdly, 
exploring the sublimity of individual in traditional ethics and developing 
distinguished individualism from prevalent humanitarianism is his
“Establishing-Human” cultural view. Lastly, in the conflict between Aesthetic 
Self-discipline and Social Utilitarianism, highlighting “Mental State” as the essence of 
artistic literature and the only way for establishing human is his“Establishing-Human” 
literary view. In short, investigating Lu Xun’s thought from the perspective of 















Study in the present and future age, can not only highlight “Human” as the soul of 
social development and correspond with “Human-Oriented” concept but also make 
“Establishing” which is Lu Xun’s view of human development specific and orderly 
and draw on its progressive significance to promote the development of humanism in 
China. 
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第一节  学术史回顾：从政治的一元到文化的多元 
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1916-1965）在东西方意识形 对立严峻的 1959 年与 1964 年分别写了《鲁迅与
左联的解散》（Lu Hsun and the Dissolution of the League of Leftist Writers）、《鲁迅
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